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In this paper, the fuzzy integral defined by Z.-X. Wang (Fuzzy Math. Wuhan, 
China, in press), which is different from that defined by M. Sugeno (“Theory of 
Fuzzy Integrals and Its Applications,” Ph. D., Tokyo Inst. of Technology, 1974), is 
further considered, and it is shown that the fuzzy measures of ordinary sets and 
fuzzy sets can be determined by each other. Summing up the results on the measure 
of fuzziness by A. DeLuca and S. A. Termini (Inform. and Control 20 (1972), 
301-3 12), Z.-X. Wang (op. cit.) and R. R. Yager (Internat. J. Gen. Systems 5 
(1979), 221-229; Inform. and Control 44 (1980) 236-260), the axioms for 
measures of fuzziness are given. Furthermore, as an application of the furry 
integrals, a measure of fuzziness is defined. Inversely, it is proven that a measure of 
fuzziness satisfying some conditions can surely be expressed as a fuzzy integral 
with respect to some fuzzy measure. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] DeLuca and Termini stated three Conditions which they think a 
measures of fuzziness should satisfy, i.e., if A is a fuzzy subset over set X 
whose membership function is represented as pA(x) and the measure of 
fuzziness of A as d(A), then d(.): r(x) + [0, l] should satisfy: 
(Pr) d(A) = 0 if A is a crisp set, that is, ,u~(x) E (0, 1} for all x E X, 
(P2) d(A) should attain maximum value for fuzzy subset p(x) = 5 for all 
x E x; 
(P3) d(A) 2 d(B) if A, B E F(X) and 
&f(x) > Pa lx>, if XE IxI~,(x>>il 
&3(x) a iu.4 (x)3 if x E Ix I r~.&) < f I 
where F(X) is the set which consists of all fuzzy subsets over set X. 
In [8, 91, taking metric distance as a base, Yager suggested a class of 
measures of fuzzinees which derives numeric measure of fuzziness of the 
fuzzy sets. Also, he considered measure of fuzziness for fuzzy sets which 
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take membership grades in a lattice. In [2], Emptoz built an axiomatic 
generalization for the nonprobability entropy of DeLuca and Termini in the 
setting of fuzzy sets theory. 
In (71, we have already pointed out that it is incomplete to regard these 
three properties as axioms for measure of fuzziness. In particular, we found 
fault in property (Pj). Indeed, by property (PJ, d(A) is maximum of d(e), if 
Vx E X pA(x) = i. But there never exists any fuzzy set B which is different 
from A such that fuzzy setsA and B satisfy property (P3). Thus, in [7] 
property (PJ was revised as 
(Pi) Let A and B be two fuzzy sets over X, and 
~U,(~)~rllA(~)V(f--EIA(~)) ifxEIxl~CIA(x)>~}U{XIIUB(X)>~J 
PAX) 2 Pa (x)3 if xE IxI&><+l 
then d(A) > d(B). Obviously, property (Pi) includes property (PJ). 
Fuzzy measure will be developed along two directions, one of which was 
pioneered by Zadeh [lo]. Continuing Zadeh’s work, Klement et al. [3] gave 
sime necessary and sufficient sonditions for such a fuzzy measure to be 
classical Lebesgue integral as in [lo] in the case where the spece is 
generated. In sum, the tools of these authors are all classical integrals. 
Another direction is the fuzzy measure given by M. Sugeno in [S], whose 
meaning is different from that of the classical measure. The possibility 
measure defined by Zadeh in [ 111 is a special case of Sugeno’s fuzzy 
measures. We take interest in the latter. 
This paper includes the following three parts. 
In the first part, we sum up the results in [7], show that the definition for 
fuzzy measure of fuzzy sets is correct and discuss the relation between fuzzy 
measure of ordinary sets and fuzzy sets. In the second part, we give some 
axioms for measure of fuzziness and illustrate that they are reasonable. 
Finally, in the third part, we discuss the relation between the fuzzy measure 
and measure of fuzziness. 
As an application of fuzzy integral, we define a measure of fuzziness 
satisfying the axioms for measure of fuzziness. Inversely, when a measure of 
fuzziness satisfying some conditions is given, then there must exist a fuzzy 
measure such that the measure of fuzziness of each fuzzy set over X can be 
represented as a fuzzy integral with respect o the fuzzy measure. 
2. FUZZY MEASURE AND FUZZY INTEGRAL 
In [7], we revised the concepts of fuzzy integrals provided by M. Sugeno 
in [5]. Now, we sum up these concepts as the following 
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2. I. Fuzzy Measure 
Let (X + 9) be a fuzzy measurable space, where 9 is a Bore1 field 
consisting of ordinary subsets of X. 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. By a fuzzy measure p(-) on 3, we mean that 
,u(.): 9 -+ [0, l] satisfied the following conditions: 
(1) P(0) = 0, P(m = 1. 
(2) IfA,BE&?andAnB=a, then 
P(A UB) =!@I VP(B) 
(fuzzy additivity). 
(3) If Vnln>l c 9 is a monotone sequence, then 
p(limA,) = lim&4,) 
(continuity). (X, 9, p) is called a fuzzy measure space. 
Here, a fuzzy measure is not an extension of the classical Lebesgue 
measure, but an extension of “similarity.” 
If X = {X,) x* )...) x,} is a finite set, then it is clear that there exists xi E X 
such that ,u({x~}) = 1. It means the grade of similarity of xi to itself is 1. Of 
course, this is reasonable. 
“Grade of similarity” is an objective evaluation. By objectivity, we mean 
the summary of human experiences obtained from their social practice. Thus 
it is suitable that the human objective evaluation possess fuzzy additivity. 
This is why we try to provide condition (PZ). 
Conditions (Pi) and (P3) are illustrated by M. Sugeno in [5]. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let h(x):X-+ [0, l] b e a fuzzy restiction for a fuzzy 
variable U taking values in X and supXsX h(x) = 1, then the possibility 
measure given by Eadeh in [ 111 is a fuzzy measure on 9, i.e., VA E 53 
,u(A) = sup h(X). 
XEA 
2.2. Fuzzy Integrals 
In [5], M. Sugeno gave the concepts of fuzzy integral with-respect to 
fuzzy measure, which is different from the classical Lebesgue integral. In [4], 
D. Ralescu and G. Adams gave another definition of fuzzy integral which is 
equivalent to that defined by M. Sugeno. However, Fubini theorem is false 
for this kind of fuzzy integral on product Bore1 field. Hence, in [7], we gave 
a new definition for fuzzy integral such that Fubini theorem is true. 
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DEFINITION 2.2.1. Let (X . 9 . p) be a fuzzy measure space, and a 
function h(x):X-, [0, l] a measurable. 
(1) If h(x) is a simple function, i.e., 
EinEj=O G f .i) 
i=I 
then VA E 3’, the fuzzy integral of h(x) with respect o p on A is defined as 
f h(x)op= c cqAp(E,nA), A i=l 
(2) If h(x) is a general function, we take a monotone increasing 
sequence &(x)} of simple functions, which is uniformly converges to h(x), 
then the fuzzy integral of h(x) with respect o fuzzy measure on A is defined 
by 
f 
A 
h(x) 0 p = lim $, h(x) 0 p. 
In order to show that this definition is suitable, we proved the following 
proposition in [7]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. The value of fuzzy integral in DeJnition 2.2.1 is 
independent of the expression of h(x), i.e.: 
(1) If h(x) is a simple function and has two expressions, say, 
then 
k=l j=l 
Q ai A P(Ej) = \li Pj A P(Fj)a 
i=l j=l 
(2) If h(x) is a geeral function and there exists two increasing 
sequences {h,(x)} and {s,(x)} of simple functions which converge uniformly 
to h(x), then 
lim f h,(x) o ,u = lim f s,(x) o ,u. 
Let 9 denote a Bore1 field consisting of all fuzzy sets with 9-measurable 
membership functions. Define a mapping 
,q.): 9-t [O, 11, 
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where VA E 3, 
/W)=f~,(x)o~ 
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then we have 
THEOREM 2.2.2. The mapping p is a fuzzy measure on 3. 
ProoJ It is sufficient o verify if the mapping @(-) satisfies the conditions 
in Definition 2.1.1. 
Condition (1) holds obviously for the mapping z(e). To verify that the 
condition is satisfied, we have: For arbitrary two fuzzy sets A, B E 3, if 
their membership functions possess such property that V x E X, 
P.&) A PAX) = 0, then 
To verify that the condition is satisfied, there is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.3. If {A,}nhl is a monotone sequence, then 
lim f pA,(x) 0 P = lim p&x) 0 P. f 
Proof of Proposition 2.2.3. By the monotonicity of the sequence, we may 
assume that h(x) = limpa,( and we have that 
W{x 1 IP.&) - h(x)1 2 Sl> = 0 (see [4,61). 
First of all, we assume that the sequence is increasing monotonely. 
1. If h(x) is a simple function, say, 
h(X) = Viz, ai A X,,(X), E,nE,=0 (i # J 
it is clear that xE,(x) A pA,(x) --) ai (n + 00). Let 
a, = f h,(x)olu-,a El 
(i = 1, 2,..., m) 
b=f h(x)op=aiAp(Ei) 
E/ 
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where h,(x) =~~,(x). It follows that a & b. In order to prove a < b is 
impossible, we assume first that a < b and b -a = 6 > 0. So that for 
0 < E < A,” i a,, there exists a N(E) for all n > N 
Id@ I I@) - Mxl > 4) < 6. 
Since 
fE, h,(x) o P = fE ~ h,(x) o P ” J,,, h,(x) o P 
I 6 8 
where Fs = {x 1 h(x) - h,,(X) > S}, hence 
f,, h,(x) o P = i, T\F h,(x)>f (ai-6)oiu=(a-6)A~(Ei), I El 
which is impossible, thus we have a = b. 
2. If h(x) is a general function, we taken a monoone increasing 
sequence {s,,,(x)} which converges uniformly to h(x), then 
;\: b,(x) A h(x)1 = s,(x) 
lim lim [s,(x) A h,(x)] = l\ir $crc [s,(x) A h,(x)] m+m n-too 
= h(x). 
Thus 
= Jz F,“, $ [G,(X) Ah,(x)1 0 P 
= ,l;l f h,(x) 0 ,u. 
Using a similar manner, we may obtain the proof for another case with 
which the sequence is monotone decreasing. 
Therefore, the theorem is proved too. 
As corollaries of Proposition 2.2.3, we have 
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COROLLARY 2.2.4 (FodoCs Lemma for the Fuzzy Integral). If 
{A,} c 9, then 
f [lim[inf[pAn(x)] 0y < lim inf {PA”(x) 0 c1. 
COROLLARY 2.2.5 (Lebesgue Theorem for the Fuzzy Integral). If 
{A,} c 9 and lim pd.(x) = h(x), then 
lim j cI.&) 0 P = f h(x)0 iu. 
Proof. In fact 
(1) Using the symbols in the proof of Proposition 2.2.3, we have 
f [liminfh,(x)] op=$ [ v E h,(x)] o,u 
k=l n=k 
= limninf h,(x) 0 p. 
(2) If PA,(x) -+ h(x) (n --t a)), then 
fwP=f(l im inf h,(x)) 0 lu 
< lim inf s h,(x) 0 p 
< lim sup f h,(x) 0 lu 
= x i\: fW~P 
k=l n=k 
409/104/2-19 
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Before ending this section, we would like to give the following theorem 
whose meaning is to show that the fuzzy measures of ordinary sets and fuzzy 
sets can be determinate for each other. This is to say that the relation 
between fuzzy measure and fuzzy integral is just like the relation between 
measure and integral in the classical measure theory. 
THEOREM 2.2.6. Let ,C(.): 9-+ [0, l] be a fuzzy measure on 9, then 
there exists a fuzzy measure p(e): 9 + [0, 1 ] such that V A E 9, 
1yqa A PA(X)) = a A /z(A). 
Proof Assume that for all A E 9 c 9 
(1) If it is clear that ,u(.): 23 + [0, l] is a fuzzy measure on 
(2) VAE.9, 
The part of “only if’ is an immediate result of the properties of fuzzy 
integrals (see [ 71). 
3. AXIOMS FOR MEASURES OF FUZZINESS 
The incompleteness of the axioms for mekasure of fuzziness of DeLuca 
and Termini causes us to find suitable axiom systems for measure of 
fuzziness. In [7], the axioms revised are not independent, i.e., (Pi) includes 
(PJ. In fact if d(a): 9 + [0, l] is a measure of fuzziness which satisfies (Pj), 
then V B E 2 and pA(x) = f, we have 
&3(x) >Pll(O” (1 -PAX)) when xE{~l~~(x)>?i~U{xl~~(x)>f} 
‘43(x) GPA(X) when x E {x I &(x) < f }. 
This is to say d(A) is the maximum of d(e). Thus we have the following 
axioms. 
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DEFINITION 3. I. Mapping d(.): 9 --f [0, 1 ] is a measure of fuzziness on 
9 iff 
(F,) A E.58, d&4)=0. 
(FJ A, B E 9 if 
lb(x) >/PA(X) ” (1 -P,4@)) when xE{xl~,(x)>~}U{~l~~(x)>fJ 
P*(X) G Pa(X) when x E {x ) ,u~(x) < i}. 
then d(A) > d(B). 
(F3) VA E 2, d(A) = d(A’). 
(FJ {A,} c.-c~ is a monotone sequence, then 
d(lim A,) = lim d(A,). 
We can easily verify that the following mappings are measures of 
fuzziness. 
(i) (Emptoz) Nonprobability entropy measure. d(.): 2 --) [0, l] V A E 9, 
44) = k j @Ax)) d' (probability integral) 
where k is a positive real number, u(e): [0, l] -t [0, co) is a real-value 
function satisfying the conditions 
(a) ~(0) = 0, 
(b) u(t) = ~(1 - t), t E [0, 11, 
(c) u(.) is strictly increasing on [0, i], 
and (X, A?, ,u) is a probability space. 
(ii) (Yager) Let (X, 2, ,u) b e a probability space. A, B E 9 then 
I 
Ilk 
Dk(A *B)= jb&h~(X)~~dp 
(k is a positive integer number) is a metric on 9. So that we have V A E 28 
d(A)= 1 -Dk(A,AC):& [0, l] 
the mapping d(.) is called a metric measure of fuzziness. 
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4. THE RELATION BETWEEN FUZZY MEASURES 
AND MEASURES OF FUZZINESS 
In [7], as an application of fuzzy integral, we established the measure of 
fuzziness d(.): 9 -+ [0, 11, VA E 9, 
where A = {x ] ,B~(x) > j}. 
The above-mentioned d(.) satisfies not only the conditions (F1)-(F4) in 
Definition 3.1 but also possesses the following properties. 
(F,) A, B E 3, if pu,(x) A ,uB(x) = 0 for all x E X, then 
cp(A u B) = f4-Q) v wo 
(F6) VA E 9 and a E [0, 11, a . A denotes a fuzzy set and its 
membership function is 
xEA 
xEA 
then 
(a) If a > f, then rp(cul) = ~((1 - a)A), 
(b) If a < f, then there exists a real number A(A) E [0, l] such that 
i 
VI, cp(d)= a, 
a>W> 
a < l(A) 
where I(A) is a monotone increasing function with respect o A E 9, i.e., if 
A c B then 1(A) < I(B). 
Proof Since the fuzzy integral possesses the fuzzy additivity it is clear 
that (F,) holds. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that (F,) is true. In fact, 
f?(QJ4) = f IP&4(X) -X&l o P 
(1 -a)AdA), a > f, = 
a A P(A), a < f. 
Thus cp(aA) = ~((1 - a)A) f or a > +, and only if to suppose L(A) = p(A) for 
a < t, it follows that (b) is true. 
Conversely, we have the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let d(.): 2 + [0, 1 ] be a measure of fuzziness satisfying 
conditions (F,)-(F6), then there exists a fuzzy measure p(.): 9 -+ [0, l] such 
that VAE.& 
v(A) = f IPAX) -x,&l 0 PU, d(A) = 2q(A). 
Proof Let V A E 2, q(A) = f .1(A). 
(1) The structure of the fuzzy measure p(s): 9 -+ [0, 1 ] V A E 9, put 
on 
P(A) = 1 iff I(A)= f 
P(A) = W) iff A(A) < f. 
(2) Mapping p(-): 9 -+ [0, l] is a fuzzy measure on 3. 
First of all, it is clear that 0 <p(A) < 1 for all A E 3, in particular 
P(4) = 0. 
Next, assume that A, B E 9 and A A B = 0. By the definition of p(a) and 
the monotonicity of 1(A), it follows that p(A U B) = p(A) V p(B). 
Finally, the continuity of p(-) is an immediate result of the continuity of 
v(A)- 
(3) VA&, 
~44) = f IIU&) -X.&I 0 P. 
(a) A = a A x,(x), A E 9, then 
IA = f IPAX) - XA(Xl o P 
= \(‘-a>AmY a>$ 
la A P(E), a < t. 
If p(E) = 1, then A(E) = f, and 
IA = 11 i a(=;; - 4 A P(E) = d(l- a)E) = v(aE), a>+ 
a pa , a < f. 
If P(E) < ; 
(1 -a)A,u(E)=@)=cp(aE), n(E)< 1 -a 
(1 - 4 = v@% O<l-a<J(E) a>- I 
: 
P(E) = W) = rp(aE) 
a = &fE), 
OW) a<L 
a <a(E) ! ’ *’ 
So that q(A) = IA. 
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(b) If ,u”(x) is a simple function, i.e., 
E,nEj=O, Ei E 9 
i=l 
then 
I,4 = f IPA -X&l o P = p1 f IPqE,W - Ku&)I o P = yl@)- 
(c) If pA(x) is a general function, we take a monotone sequence 
{h,(x)} of simple functions which converge uniformly to am, then, if 
x E A, IpUA(x) -xA(x)I = 1 -pA(x). It is clear that 
;\z (1 -h(x)) = 1 -P.4(X) 
thus there exists a positive integer number N, V n > N, 1 - h,(x) < f, i.e., 
x E A,, = {x 1 h,(x) > i} and hence we have 
.‘iJ% Ik?(x) - XA(X)(XI = IPl,(X) - X*(XI* 
If x E A ‘, 1 pA(x) - x*(x)1 = am, it follows that 
p% I h(x) - XA”(X)I = IPAX) -X&X 
By Proposition 2.2.3, we have 
I.4 = f P,4(X) - XA(X)I oP = v,(A). 
The theorem is proved. 
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